
INNER CRITIC AWARENESS
GAINING AWARENESS OF THE "STORY" YOU ARE TELLING YOURSELF AND YOUR SELF-TALK IS 
PROFOUND AND TRANSFORMATIONAL WORK. BEGIN MENTORING YOUR OWN THOUGHTS.
Inner Critic is composed of ideas, beliefs, emotions, perceptions, fears, and thoughts. It is part of our Inner Dialogue that 

tries to manage our experience by telling us when we’re doing something right or wrong, or if we are good or bad. We 

acquire this part of our mind (aspect of the superego) as young children, starting around age 7. It continues to develop 

throughout our lives. For many, it is subconscious and this unawareness is in itself the problem.

BEGIN BUILDING AWARENESS OF YOUR INNER DIALOGUE AND INNER CRITIC
What thoughts are you having in this moment? Allow yourself to simply FREE-WRITE your thoughts without editing.

What tone do you notice your inner dialogue has in the moment (stern, berating, judgmental, shy, cold, whiny, etc.)?

What is the first thought or image that pops up when you think of what you are most self-critical of? 

Describe what it feels like to identify this self-critical belief? What specific emotions do you feel? What body sensations?

What are your thoughts surrounding this self-critical belief? Who or what is to blame for this downfall of yours?

This self-critical belief stems from your Inner Critic. Inner Critic is typically the loudest part of our inner dialogue. It is 

quick to judge you and it tends to have an all-or-nothing belief system. Do you notice your Inner Critic in this moment?

If you could visualize this Inner Critic aspect of yourself, what do you imagine it would look like? A certain animal, or 

perhaps yours is more of a profession, person or character, such as a judge, professor, detective, or dictator?

What are you most critical about lately? Does it involve something about you, your choices, your difficulties in life, etc.?
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"You can either walk inside your story and own it, or 
stand outside your story and hustle for your worthiness"

~ Brene Brown, PhD



What is it about this that is important to you (we tend to be self-critical about things that are important to us)?

Allow your Inner Critic to let you know it's perspective on what you just wrote. Who does it want to blame the most? 
What does it want to blame the most? Allow it to really state whatever it wants unfiltered. FREE-WRITE without editing.

Ask Inner Critic what it is trying to protect you from by criticizing you about this? What does it fear will happen if stops 
criticizing/judging/overly-controlling you? Does it think you will be too hopeful, too vulnerable, let-down, hurt, sad, etc.?

Do you recall a time in childhood or the earliest memory when you started having this self-critical belief or fear? Imagine 
the memory and provide as many details as possible. How old were you? What happened?

Remember Inner Critic's take their jobs very seriously and it is essential that you HONOR this part of self, 
rather than shame it more. Be grateful for Inner Critic’s hard work. This is a part of you that likely DISLIKES 
it’s job. Honoring self is self-esteem in action.  To "esteem," by definition, is to respect, honor and admire.
How does it feel to understand and realize why this Inner Critic aspect of yourself is so rigid and protective? 

Let your Inner Critic know that the battle of past traumas and disappointments are over. How does this feel?

Ask Inner Critic if it trusts you to lead it like a MENTOR with mature, rational guidance and care. Does it trust you? Explain.

Remember Inner Critic is a part of you that wants you to “fit-in,” succeed, look good and please others to 
feel seen, heard, valued and to provide a sense of belonging (these are HUMAN NEEDS), sometimes to any 
extreme. It may also criticize you for even trying to fit it, fearing rejection. This part of you has been around 
since childhood and adolescence. Thus, it is imperative to have care and compassion for Inner Critic. 
How does it feel to understand and have compassionate towards your Inner Critic? Describe feelings.



BEGIN OBSERVING YOUR INNER DIALOGUE (ALSO KNOWN AS MINDFULNESS)
For an ENTIRE DAY (or more), notice your THOUGHTS in each moment. What patterns do you notice? Are you harsh 
towards your appearance, performance, or how you interact with others? Perfectionist? What are you telling yourself? Do 
you make assumptions of others' perceptions of? Do you believe your thoughts are facts? Describe what you observe.

What is the first thought or image that pops up when you think of what you are most self-critical of?

List 5 or more of your common inner critical thoughts you noticed today or recently.
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What tones do you notice your Inner Critic has? Mean, passive, berating, judgmental, quiet, cold, stern, whiny, etc.?

Does it sound like anyone from your childhood… a parent, family member, teacher, or other authority figure? This is
not to shame anyone... it is to bring awareness of your inner dialogue.

Allow your Inner Critic to let you know what else it is concerned about in life and your current choices and behaviors.

What does your Inner Critic believe is most important concern that needs to be addressed or changed ASAP?

Can you make any changes in the present moment or plan to make changes to help better this aspect of your life?

• Remember Inner Critic is part of you that wants you to “fit-in,” succeed, look good and please to get love, to any extreme
• It has been around since childhood and adolescence - thus, it is imperative to have compassion for it
• Growing up, we accept messages from society and marketing in terms of what makes a person worthy or not
• Plus authority figures, parents and teachers to use humiliation, control, fear, berating, comparisons, standards, etc. in 

order to get you to behave and be accomplished according to social norms, roles and externally-based constructs
• This is "OLD SCHOOL," yet it remains common even though studies show how unproductive this uninspiring style is. 
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